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LEESI  RUSKAUP 

Leesi Ruskaup is a seasoned professional with over 17 years of 
experience in the exotic dance industry throughout the US. Since 1990, 
she has also immersed herself in a wide range of circus arts, from 
trapeze and aerial silks to lyra and hula hoop. In 2004, Leesi began 
sharing her passion for dance and circus arts with people worldwide, 
spreading inspiration to all who share her creative spirit. 
 
In 2012, Leesi achieved the title of Pole Champion by securing first 
place in the Masters Division of the Pacific Pole Championship. Since 
then, she has remained dedicated to her craft, consistently pushing the 
boundaries of creativity in both vertical pole and aerial arts. Her passion 
for motion and dance shines through as she extends her expertise and 
love for these art forms to clients around the globe. 
 
With her innovative choreography, passionate stage presence, and 
personalized teaching approach, we're excited to offer you the 
opportunity to learn FabPole directly from its creator! Discover firsthand 
why instructors and students of all skill levels continue to choose Leesi 
for their training in this exhilarating dance form. 

FABPOLE 

FabPole™ is the beautiful combination of Aerial Fabric & Vertical Pole created by circus artist and pro 
pole dancer, Leesi Ruskaup. 
 
In April of 2011 Leesi was asked by Elena Mikhaylova, the founder of Pole Dance Universe and former aerial and 
pole student of Leesi’s, to create something with aerial fabric and pole. After some thought and experimentation, 
she combined fabric and spin pole (video above) and created FabPole for a showcase performance at Pole 
Dancing Universe 2011.  Leesi has been teaching FabPole™ workshops and teacher training certification to pole 
and aerial fabric/silks lovers around the world. 
 
If you’ve ever seen or played with this wonderful combination of two beautiful aerial apparatuses, you know how 
much fun it is! Not only can you learn how to master this art you can learn to teach it as well. Who better to learn 
from than the creator herself?  

LEARN  

FabPole Instructor Training & Certificate - https://www.fabpole.net/training-cert 
FabPole Flow Workshop - $60/$50 live/virtual w/minimum for 1.5hr Workshop created specifically for your student level 
and studio style. 
New Moves Workshop - Please email for this year’s workshop details and price.  
Private FabPole Lessons 1hr - $85/$75 live/virtual 
Please don’t hesitate to contact info@fabpole.net with any questions.   

https://www.fabpole.net/about  

“Leesi is absolutely amazing and 
one of THE best instructors I 

have ever been to.” 
~Tracy B. 

 

“Thank you so much for the class. 
 It was so fun to learn new (and 

safer entries) to the Russian Splits.” 
~ Catherine K. 
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